Committee Meeting Minutes 05.02.13
Start: 19.30
End: 20.00

Attending
Thomas Cram (Chair)
Kimberley Taylor (Treasurer)
Eléni Price (Secretary)
Jack Dumanat (Vice Chair)
Arthur Coveney (Equipments Officer)
Robert Macauley (Records and Publicity Officer)
Katherine Simmons (Female Novice Rep)
Danyal Pike (Male Novice Rep)
Andrew Pyatt (Guest)

Not Attending
Louis Richardson (Team Captain) Apology received

Last Meeting’s Action Points
Louis:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Birmingham BUTTS was a success and passed without incident.
Loughborough has only been allocated an A‐Team for BUTC, which
will be made up of TC, Mathew C, Arthur C and possibly LR.
As LR is not attending this meeting, the ladder issue will be
resolved at next meeting (not of high priority.)
TC has pinned BUTTS Ball post on Facebook. DP may or may not
be coming, to confirm and pay by end of the week.

Tom:
i.
ii.

Has yet had no response from AU regarding the booking for BUTTS
Outdoors. Will relay any information as it comes.
Regarding BUTTS Champs, Loughborough has been allocated first
session shooting so archers can return to change.

Rob:
i.
ii.

Has not yet taken mini‐bus test. Mathew C. has put in application
form but has not yet received any information about test‐ to
reapply in case of loss of form.
E‐League has been successfully completed since last installment.
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Kim:
i.

Has sent off BUCS fees.

Main Business:
1. Upcoming Competitions:
i.
BUTC: The team will go down the night before due to the
competition being held in Lancaster and possibly remain
until the day after the competition due to the length of
travel and recuperation after shooting.
TC has two extra spaces in his car for spectators but will not
be including novices on team due to lack of experience.
Members encouraged to watch BUTC via livestream as
happened last year.
ii.

BUCS: Any participants that have not yet stated they are
attending must tell Louis by Sunday 10th February.

2. Intermediate Bows:
LR and AC to allocate intermediate bows to other archers now original
owners have purchased own equipment. TC suggested Emma R. as she is
the only female recurve archer that regularly attends sessions.
Nuno to be allocated higher power limbs.
Limbs to be taken off Sarah A. (22”) as she does not attend sessions
regularly and they could therefore be used by a more enthusiastic archer.

3. Equipment Cupboard:
AC and DP to clear out and tidy up equipment cupboard as it is currently
in a disorganized mess.

4. Archery GB Membership Proposal:
TC has sent a long email highlighting the negative points of the proposal
from a University point of view to Archery GB as suggested by the County
Secretary. To relay back to committee on any developments.
5. Hey Ewe Social (Wednesday
DP has sheet packs available for six people (free entry) and has emailed
the queue jump organizer. Currently awaiting confirmation of whether
the club has queue jump at 10.40 or 11.00.
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Edit: The queue jump was organized at 11.20 and the social
was a resounding success.
6. AGM:
Organized to take place on Monday 4th March, making
Tuesday 5th March the committee changeover meeting (after BUCS).
Currently no changes to member roles or any new potential members.
Currently, we do not have anyone running for secretary.
7. A.O.B:
RM meant to be running session on February 6th but as LR has now
returned, he will be running it instead.

Action Points (to be completed prior to next meeting):
Tom:
i.
ii.
iii.

To email Union re. BUTTS Outdoors booking.
To relay to committee any developments with Archery GB
Membership.
To approach members about running for committee‐ to talk
to Adam P. and Edward R. about committee positions.

Dan:
i.

Clear out and tidy store cupboard.

Arthur:
i.
ii.

Assist Dan with the clearing and tidying of store cupboard.
Liaise with LR about re‐allocation of intermediate bows.

Session Rota
Monday 11th: RM

Monday 18th: AC

Tuesday 12th: TC

Tuesday 19th: AC

Wednesday 13th: JD

Wednesday 20th: TC

Saturday 16th: KT

Saturday 23rd (BUTTS Champs): JD

Next Meeting: Tuesday 19th February 2013 at 19.30 in Tennis Centre.
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